La Poderosa

Low & Medium Pressure Recovery

KEY FEATURES
Simple : Designed specifically for
speed during pull-pull and direct
recovery methods reduces the operational complexity and maintenance requirements encountered
with other equipment.

Flexible: Capable of recovering
both low and medium pressure
refrigerants with a simple pulley
swap.
Fast: Unprecidented speed not
achieved by other publically available
electric recovery machines.

Electric: Powered by common 110v
power which is commonly available.
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La Poderosa(LP) is primarily a low
pressure recovery machine.
La
Poderosa is a Spanish word meaning
powerful. It is a fitting name as the
LP is a powerful recovery machine.
Electric machines have limitations.
There is only so much power
available from a 110 volt plug.
However, because 110 volt plugs are
common and 220 volt plugs are not,
we designed the LP to use less than
20 amps of 110v to get the best
recovery rates possible from a
typical equipment room outlet.
LP is also a combination low and
medium pressure machine. The
drive pulleys can be changed to spin
the compressor faster for low
pressure and slower for medium
pressure. This machine resolves two
issues. It is faster than the current
low pressure machines available on
the market and it can be used for
medium pressure recovery in situations where a gas machine or

A simple, flexible,
fast, electric refrigerant
recovery machine.

running hoses through a building to
the recovery site is not practical.
LP is a water cooled machine. There
is a tiny (by comparison) water
cooled condenser on board that
does the work of an air cooled
condenser 10 times its size and
weight.
There was considerable effort put
into keeping the machine from
getting too heavy. Weight and
performance are balanced to
achieve the highest recovery rate in
the lightest package. Outfitted with
two three-way valves, the LP makes
pump-down simple and convenient,
keeping the it both versatile and
simple to operate.
While La Poderosa is slightly slower,
it requires requires much less maintenance than El Machino and it
fulfills a niche that the El Machino
cannot.
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